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Abstract— By increasing the number of mobile devices, the demand for context aware applications are rising faster than 
ever. Context aware applications are referred to the mobile applications which are aware of their environment and can react 
to it. These applications show their benefits when it comes to delivering detailed information based on the users’ 
surroundings. The locating and tracking of users becomes more challenging in areas without the coverage of GPS (Global 
Positioning System) signal such as indoor environment and the areas under protection of GPS jammers. In such areas, to 
overcome the deficiency of GPS signal, technologies such as ultrasound, ultra-wide band, infra-red and wireless signal are 
being utilized. This Paper aims to review the techniques and factors related to the location determination. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Satellite positioning systems such as GPS do not 
work well (if at all) in indoor environments. To track 
GPS signals indoors typically requires a receiver 
capable of tracking signals with power levels ranging 
from -160dBW to -200dBW, however a typical 
receiver has a noise floor of around -131dBW (Dedes 
and Dempster 2005). Multipath effects are likely to 
cause degradation in accuracy even if a receiver is 
able to track signals from a sufficient number of 
satellites. Unlike in outdoor environments, reflected 
signals are often stronger than those received via 
direct line-of-sight when indoors. Hence it is difficult 
for a receiver to identify and track the correct (i.e. 
direct) signals. Although the Galileo system will 
address some of these problems by transmitting 
signals at higher power and over wider frequency 
ranges, its accuracy will not be sufficient to reliably 
determine the floor of a building on which a device is 
located. Hence such systems are not accurate enough 
for indoor location-aware applications, nearly all of 
which require at least room-level accuracy. Cellular-
based positioning systems are similarly inaccurate. 
Wi-Fi-based positioning systems have many 
drawbacks when applied in indoor environments. As 
a result other technologies have been developed 
specifically for indoor positioning, as described in 
literature review section of this paper. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The selection of Wi-Fi indoor location  determination 
approach  has been of the critical issue for mobile 
devices. In this section different techniques for Wi-
Fi- indoor location determination are described as 
below: 

 Infra Red 
Infra-red light has been used to provide room-level 
location information (i.e. the room within which each 
tracked object is located) (Want, Hopper et al. 1992). 

If an infra-red signal transmitted from one device is 
received by another then it is highly likely that they 
are located in the same room because infra-red light 
does not pass through walls. Furthermore infra-red 
light is strongly reflected by walls, meaning that a 
line-of-sight between the two devices is not required. 
Infra-red transmitters and sensors are power efficient 
and readily available, making them ideal for 
providing room-level location information. The 
Active Badge system used a network of infra-red 
receivers to detect badges such as the one shown in 
Error! Reference source not found., each of 
which regularly emitted a unique infra-red code 
(Want, Hopper et al. 1992). Badges were worn by 
employees at the Olivetti research laboratory in 
which the system was deployed. The initial 
application of the system was to aid receptionists, 
who were able to route incoming telephone calls to 
rooms within which their intended recipients were 
located. After an initial two week trial period it was 
found that the number of calls that did not reach their 
intended recipients had dropped substantially. 

 Ultrasound 
Ultrasonic positioning systems are able to estimate 
the positions of tracked objects in three dimensions, 
with accuracies in the order of centimeters. The 
Active Bat system positions small narrowband 
ultrasound transmitters known as bats (Addlesee, 
Curwen et al. 2001, Harter, Hopper et al. 2002). To 
position a bat it is queried over a radio channel. When 
a bat receives a query it transmits an ultrasonic pulse 
that is received by multiple ceiling-mounted 
receivers. The time-of-flight of the signal to each 
receiver is measured by using the radio query to 
synchronize the bat and the static receivers. This is 
possible because the speed of the radio query 
(≈ 3 × 10 	ms ) is far greater than the speed of the 
ultrasonic pulse (≈ 340	ms ). When three or more 
times-of-flight are obtained a multi-lateration 
algorithm is applied in order to calculate the bat’s 
position. The positions calculated by the system are 
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accurate to within 3 cm 95% of the time (Addlesee, 
Curwen et al. 2001). One problem with the Active 
Bat system is that ultrasonic noise can prevent a bat 
from being positioned. Such noise is emitted by a 
variety of everyday objects including jingling keys 
and rustling crisp packets. A second problem is that 
bats in a given area have to be positioned one at a 
time in order to prevent collisions between their 
signals. Hence the system does not scale to track 
large numbers of bats in small areas. The more recent 
Dolphin positioning system makes use of broadband 
ultrasound to overcome these limitations (Hazas and 
Ward 2002). Dolphin is able to position multiple tags 
simultaneously and in the presence of ultrasonic 
noise. Its accuracy is similar to that of the Active Bat 
system. 

 Ultra-Wideband Radio 
Ultra-wideband (UWB) radio has been used to 
develop several commercial indoor positioning 
systems. Ubisense develop systems that are able to 
position small tags that emit pulses of UWB radio to 
within 0.13m of their true positions 95% of the time 
in unobstructed line-of-sight conditions (i.e. when 
there are unobstructed lines-of-sight between tags and 
receivers). This accuracy degrades to near 1m when 
some of the signals have passed through walls. The 
Ubisense positioning system uses both TDOA and 
AOA measurements to position tags. TimeDomain 
have developed a similar UWB positioning system 
called PLUS in which only TDOA measurements are 
used. 
The main benefit of UWB is that by utilizing a wide 
frequency range it is possible for tags to transmit 
pulses that are extremely short in duration, making it 
easier to detect and discard reflected signals (Bensky 
2007). A secondary benefit is that the transmitted 
signals are able to pass through a wide range of 
materials, meaning that visible line-of-sight is not 
required between mobile tags and static receivers 
(although better accuracies are usually obtained when 
this is the case). As a result the number of receivers 
that must be placed into an environment is lower than 
would be required for an equivalent ultrasound-based 
system. Unfortunately UWB positioning systems 
remain very expensive, in part due to the high 
precision clocks that are required to measure the time 
differences between radio signals arriving at different 
receivers in the environment. 

 Wi-Fi 
Positioning using received signal strength indication 
(RSSI) measurements of signals received from WiFi 
access points has received much attention due to the 
number of access points that are already installed in 
many indoor environments. Such systems usually fall 
into one of two basic classes (Bensky 2007). In the 
first class signal strengths are used in conjunction 
with a radio propagation model in order to estimate 
distances between the receiver and multiple base 
stations in the environment. Multi-lateration 
algorithms can then be applied to estimate the 

receiver’s position. The second class requires the 
construction of a radio map, in which surveyed signal 
strengths are recorded at known positions throughout 
the environment. During tracking a receiver can 
estimate its position by comparing observed signal 
strengths with entries in the map. This is known as 
fingerprinting and is the more accurate of the two 
approaches, however requires more effort because it 
is necessary to construct and subsequently maintain a 
radio map of the environment. In addition to the two 
classes already described, it is possible to define a 
third class of system in which a radio propagation 
model is used to derive some or all of the entries in a 
radio map.Radio propagation in indoor environments 
is dependent on many factors such as the wall and 
floor materials, which are difficult to model 
accurately. Complex propagation models have been 
devised that attempt to take such factors into account 
(Lott and Forkel 2001), however RF-location systems 
that rely on such models (either to estimate distances 
between a device and multiple base stations or to 
derive a radio map) have been unable to match the 
accuracies achieved by systems in which manually 
surveyed radio maps are used (Bahl and 
Padmanabhan 2000).A number of different 
algorithms exist for estimating the position of a 
device based on a scan of visible access points and a 
pre-constructed radio map. The RADAR system 
calculates the Euclidean distance between the vector 
of signal strengths observed by the device and each 
entry in the radio map (Bahl and Padmanabhan 
2000). The position of the device is then estimated as 
the position in the radio map for which the smallest 
distance was calculated. This approach results in an 
error of less than 9m 95% of the time. Wang et al. 
(Wang, Lenz et al. 2007) used a similar algorithm to 
obtain a mean error of 6.44m. Both of these systems 
are deterministic, meaning that they compute a single 
best guess of the position of a device. An alternative 
approach is to compute a probability distribution of 
the device’s position. The Horus system uses such an 
approach, with a reported accuracy of 1.4m 95% of 
the time (Youssef and Agrawala 2005). 

 Vision 
A wide range of indoor positioning systems have 
been developed in which cameras are used to track 
objects in the environment. Tracking pedestrians 
using multiple camera views is a well-researched 
problem, with techniques such as background 
subtraction and blob detection commonly used (Cai 
and Aggarwal 1996, Dick and Brooks 2005). The 
EasyLiving project used such algorithms together 
with two stereo cameras (i.e. four views in total) in 
order to track the users of an intelligent environment 
to an accuracy of around 10 cm in the horizontal 
plane (Krumm, Harris et al. 2000). This was achieved 
without requiring a user to wear a tracking device or 
visual marker. Although this is a highly desirable 
property, it makes the identification of each user far 
more difficult. EasyLiving maintained color 
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histograms of each user to ensure consistent 
assignment of unique identifiers to users during 
tracking, however these identifiers did not relate to 
the absolute identities of the users.A user previously 
tracked by the system would be assigned a new 
identifier when re-entering the environment after a 
sufficiently long absence. Camera-based tracking 
systems such as the one used in the EasyLiving 
project often perform poorly when users are partially 
or fully occluded and also when there are rapid 
changes in illumination (e.g. when a light is turned on 
or off, or when clouds obscure the sun on a sunny 
day). 
Camera-based positioning systems span a wide range 
of accuracies and deployment costs. At the other 
extreme to the EasyLiving project are expensive 
motion capture systems, in which multiple cameras 
are used to track small passive or active markers. 
Commercial motion capture systems such as Vicon 
MX can track passive markers to sub-millimetre 
accuracies at rates in excess of 500 Hz. The markers 
themselves are designed to be easy to detect, however 
marker identification is a difficult problem. The 
IMPULSE motion capture system developed by 
Phasespace uses active LED markers, which are 
modulated at unique frequencies to allow 
identification. Vicon MX allows an operator to define 
constraints that exist between different markers (e.g. 
the layout of markers that are attached to a rigid 
object). When possible this model is used to 
automatically infer the identity of each marker during 
tracking. 
 
III. PERFORMANCE METRICS 
 
It is not enough to measure the performance of a 
positioning technique only by observing its accuracy. 
To be able to compare indoor positioning systems in 
the following, we present performance benchmarking 
metrics for indoor wireless location system. 

 Accuracy 
Is the most important requirement of positioning 
systems. Usually, mean distance error is adopted as 
the performance metric, which is the average 
Euclidean distance between the estimated location 
and the true location. Accuracy can be considered to 
be a potential bias, or systematic effect/offset of a 
positioning system. The higher the accuracy, the 
better the system; however, there is often a tradeoff 
between accuracy and other characteristics. Some 
compromise between “suitable” accuracy and other 
characteristics is needed. 

 Precision 
 Accuracy only considers the value of mean distance 
errors. However, location precision considers how 
consistently the system works, i.e., it is a measure of 
the robustness of the positioning technique as it 
reveals the variation in its performance over many 
trials.We also notice that some literatures define the 
location precision as the standard deviation in the 

location error or the geometric dilution of precision 
(GDOP), but we prefer it as the distribution of 
distance error between the estimated location and the 
true location. Usually, the cumulative probability 
functions (CDF) of the distance error is used for 
measuring the precision of a system. When two 
positioning techniques are compared, if their 
accuracies are the same, we prefer the system with 
the CDF graph, which reaches high probability values 
faster, because its distance error is concentrated in 
small values. In practice, CDF is described by the 
percentile format. For example, one system has a 
location 55 precision of 90% within 2.3 m (the CDF 
of distance error of 2.3 m is 0.9), and 95% within 3.5 
m; another one has a precision of 50% within 2.3 m 
and 95% within 3.3 m. We could choose the former 
system because of its higher precision. 

 Complexity 
 Complexity of a positioning system can be attributed 
to hardware, software, and operation factors. In this 
paper, we emphasize on software complexity, i.e., 
computing complexity of the positioning algorithm. If 
the computation of the positioning algorithm is 
performed on a centralized server side, the 
positioning could be calculated quickly due to the 
powerful processing capability and the sufficient 
power supply. If it is carried out on the mobile unit 
side, the effects of complexity could be evident. Most 
of the mobile units lack strong processing power and 
long battery life; so, we would prefer positioning 
algorithms with low complexity. Usually, it is 
difficult to derive the analytic complexity formula of 
different positioning techniques; thus, the computing 
time is considered. Location rate is an important 
indicator for complexity. The dual of location rate is 
location lag, which is the delay between a mobile 
target moving to a new location and reporting the 
new location of that target by the system. 

 Robustness 
 A positioning technique with high robustness could 
function normally even when some signals are not 
available, or when some of the RSS value or angle 
character are never seen before. Sometimes, the 
signal from a transmitter unit is totally blocked, so the 
signal cannot be obtained from some measuring units. 
The only information to estimate the location is the 
signal from other measuring units. Sometimes, some 
measuring units could be out of function or damaged 
in a harsh environment. The positioning techniques 
have to use this incomplete information to compute 
the location. 

 Scalability 
 The scalability character of a system ensures the 
normal positioning function when the positioning 
scope gets large. Usually, the positioning 
performance degrades when the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver increases. A location system 
may need to scale on two axes: geography and 
density. Geographic scale means that the area or 
volume is covered. Density means the number of 
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units located per unit geographic area/space per time 
period. As more area/space is covered or units are 
crowded in an area/space, wireless signal channels 
may become congested, more calculation may be 
needed to perform location positioning, or more 
communication infrastructure may be required. 
Another measure of scalability is the dimensional 
space of the system. The current system can locate 
the objects in 2-D or 3-D space. Some systems can 
support both 2-D and 3-D spaces. 

 Cost 
  The cost of a positioning system may depend on 
many factors. Important factors include money, time, 
space, weight, and energy. The time factor is related 
to installation and maintenance. Mobile units may 
have tight space and weight constraints. Measuring 
unit density is considered to be a space cost. 
Sometimes, we have to consider some sunk costs. For 
example, a positioning system layered over a wireless 
network may be considered to have no hardware cost 
if all the necessary units of that network have already 
been purchased for other purposes. Energy is an 
important cost factor of a system. Some mobile units 
(e.g., electronic article surveillance (EAS) tags and 
passive RFID tags, which are addressed later) are 
completely energy passive. These units only respond 
to external fields and, thus, could have an unlimited 
lifetime. Other mobile units (e.g., devices with 
rechargeable battery) have a lifetime of several hours 
without recharging. 
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